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ABSTRACT

A collimated line beam is incident at an oblique incident angle of 0.61 rad into an inner surface of a

hydrodynamic bearing whose inner diameter and length are 3 mm and 3.5 mm, respectively. Lights reflected in

specified directions from the inner surface are selected to obtain an optical field whose phase distribution is

proportional to the inner surface profile. This optical field interferes with a reference optical field in a

two-wavelength interferometer using a tunable external cavity laser diode. Shapes of grooves with depth of

about 5 μm and width of about 0.15 mm formed on the inner surface can be measured with an error less than 0.3

μm.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is required to measure inner surface profiles ofhydrodynamic bearings within a short time and with a high

accuracy. Although a mechanical point probe and an optical probe can be used for the inner surface profile

measurement, exact arrangements on the mechanical scanning are required to achieve high measurement

accuracy. A newly designed white light interferometer was used to measure roundness of an inner surface of a

long cylindrical object '. In this measurement the diameter size of the cylinder object is limited by the conical

mirror which is put into the inside of the cylinder object.

' In this paper a collimated line beam is incident obliquely into the inner surface of the hydrodynamic bearing.

Lights reflected in specified directions from the inner surface are selected to obtain an optical field whose phase

distribution is proportional to the inner surface profile. This optical field interferes with a reference optical field

in a two-wavelength interferometer using a tunable external cavity laser diode. Shapes of grooves formed on the

inner surface can be measured with the proposed interferometer wi什- sinusoidal phase-modulation.

2.SETUP

Figure 1 shows a setup for inner surface profile measurement. A tunable laser diode (TLD) is used as a light

source which provides two different wavelengths of九and九for two-wavelength interferometry. A collimated

plane beam from the TLD is transformed to a collimated line beam by two cylindrical lenses of lens L2 and L3.

The line beam is divided into two beams by a beam splitter BSl. One of the beams is incident to the inner

surface ofa cylindrical object at an angle of9 with respect to the x-axis which is a line along the length direction

on the inner surface as shown in Fig.l. Since lights ref一ected from the inner surface are filtered by a slit SL on a
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focal plane ofa lens L4, an optical field formed on a CCD image sensor by lens L4 and L5 corresponds to an

optical鮎Id formed斤om the specular reflection component of the reflected lights on a plane MP, as shown in

Fig.l. The plane MP is referred to as measurement plane here. The optical field formed on the CCD image

sensor is referred to as object wave. The phase distribution of the object wave is proportional to the inner surface

profile along the x-axis. This object wave interferes with a reference wave which is formed斤om the other beam

斤om BSl.The reference wave is phase-modulated with a mirror M3 vibrated sinusoidally by a piezoelectric

transducer (PZT). The interference signal detected with the CCD image sensor at the wavelength九i O=1,2) is

expressed as

Sj(t)=Ai+Bi Cos {z cos(coct)+ αi>.　　(1)

where Aj and Bj are constant, and the modulation amplitude z is proportional to the vibration amplitude of M3

whose vibration angular frequency is coc. The phase α i is given by

oi=(2峨)2r sin9 ,　　(2)

where r(x) is the profile of the inner surface of the object. Since the variation of ctj between two measuremnt

points is larger than n/2, r(x) is obtained斤om

r(x) - (A/2冗)Aα,

where血-cb-di andA -{九IW(九1一九2))/2sin6 in the condition ofえl>え2・

Fig. 1 Setup for inner surface profile measurement.

3. IMAGE OF THE INNERSURFACE

Figure 2 shows the configuration of the hydrodynamic bearing and its expansion plan of the inner surface whose

inner diameter and length are 3.0 mm and 3.5 mm, respectively. The parts of gray color in the expansion plan

indicate grooves. One of them is a V-shaped groove whose depth is between 5 and 6 microns. The other is a

line-shape groove. Acollimated line beam with width Wb of 1 mm is incident onto the inner surface at angle 6 of
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0.61 rad. The reflected lights are collected by the Lens 4 0ffocal length f4-50 mm, and the slit SL is put on the

focal plane of the Lens 4 as shown in Fig.2. Length Sy and Sz of the slit are 200 ¥im and 1 mm, respectively. The

lenslh Sy limits the observation region to a narrow width of about 3 ^m along the circumferential direction for

the line beam. The length Sz selects the lights reflected around the specular direction.

Figure 3 (a) shows the intensity distribution of the object wave detected with the CCD image sensor when

the slit SL was not used. This intensity distribution is an image of the inner surface projected on the

measurement plane MR The transverse line AmBm corresponds to a line AB along the length direction on the

bottom of the inner surface. The side of Am is the entrance side for the light beam. The width of the image

changes along the length direction, and the longitudinal line on which the image width is about Wb-l mm

indicates the intersectiona川ne between the inner surface and the plane MR The graves appear as dark parts in

the image, and the image indicates that the inner surface is not a complete specular surface. Figure 3 (b) shows

the intensity distribution of the object wave when the slit SL was used. Because of the slit, the image

corresponds to a profile of the inner surface on the line AmBm shown in the Fig.3 (a) and the inner surface

appears as a nearly specular surface in the image. The image intensity distribution along the longitudinal

direction follows a sine function. Profiles of the two graves a and b indicated by the arrows in Fig.3 (b) are

measured in the next section.
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Fig.2　Configuration of the

hydrodynamic bearing and selection of

the reflected lights by the slit SL.

Fig.3 Intensity distribution of the object

wave detected with the CCD image

sensor (a) when the slit SL was not used,

and (b) when the slit SL was used.

4. MEASUREMENT OF THE INNER SURFACE PROFILE

The two wavelengthsえ　andえ2 were 785 nm and 762 nm, respectively, which provied the equvalent wave
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length of22.7 ¥xm at 6=0.61 rad. The vibration ferequency coc/2n of the mirror M3 was about 94 Hz. The foca一

length f5 of the lens L5 was 100 mm, which provided the image magnification of2 0n the CCD and the interval

of3.7トim between the measuremnt points on the measurement plane MP. Figure 4 shows the interference斤inge

pattern without the sinusoidal phase modulation atえ1-785 nm. This fringe pattern was generated by

superimposing the reference wave on the object wave whose intensity is shown in Fig.3 (b). Figure 5 shows the

amplitude B| and α of the interference signal S|(t) detected on the measurement points on the line AmBm. The

horizontal axis shows the position of the inner surface which is denoted by number I of the elements of the CCD.

The relative coordinate ofx is given by 6.46XI川m. Figure 6 shows the amplitude Bi and α2 at九->-762 nm.

Figure 7 shows the phase distribution ofAa -a>一恥and the profile r is given by 3.6×Aa ¥xm. The depth and

width of grave a were 5.0 |Lim and 0.15 mm, respective一y. TIle distance between the two graves was 0.45 mm.

The measurement repeatability was about 0.3 urn. The CCD was moved along the optical axis to measure the

surface profile at three different positions of the measurement plane MP at intervals of 0.6 mm. The three

measured results were almost the same.

Fig.4 Interference fringe pattern

detected with the CCD image
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Fig.6　Distributions ofα and Bi

detected at九,=762 nm.
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Fig.5　Distributions of叫and Bi

detected at九-785 nm.
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Fig.7　Distribution of Aa obtained from

the results ofct| and cc2 in Figs.5 and 6,

respective ly.
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5.　CONCLUSIONS

A collimated line beam was incident at the oblique incident angle of 0.61 rad into the inner surface of the

hydrodynamic bearing whose inner diameter and length were 3 mm and 3.5 mm, respectively. Lights reflected

from the inner surface were filtered by the 200 microns slit with 1 mm length on the focal plane of the lens with

50mm focal length. The optical field along a line of3トim width on the inner surface was formed from the

filtered light on the CCD image sensor. Phase distribution of the formed optical field was proportional to the

inner surface profile along the line. This optical field interferes with the reference wave in a two-wavelength

interferometer using the tunable external cavity laser diode. The two wavelengths were 785 nm and 762 nm to

produce an equivalent wavelengh of22.7 ¥im at the oblique incidence. Shapes of grooves with depth of about 5

|im and width of about 0.15 mm could be measured lvith an error less than 0.3 jim.
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